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Community Engagement

Community Engagement in higher education is defined by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of teaching as “Collaboration between higher education institutions and their larger communities for the mutually beneficial exchange of knowledge and resources in a context of partnership and reciprocity."

At UMass Amherst, Engagement creates unique opportunities for scholars to pursue teaching; research, creative or professional activity; and service in ways that benefit their discipline, our institution and our community partners.

Read more here
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Department Chair: Carolyn DeMoranville

The UMass Cranberry Station provides research-based education and resources to Massachusetts growers regarding horticultural and pest management practices for environmentally sound cranberry production. The Station is a primary resource for issues related to cranberry farming in Southeastern Massachusetts, which is the largest agricultural enterprise in the region. Growers partner with our faculty and staff to study cranberries and share their experiences and conclusions. Our partners help us to identify key challenges for the cranberry industry and develop the research and educational programs to meet those challenges. [Read more here]
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Design Engagement Studios

The Design Engagement Studios within the Architecture and Design program support critically engaged research and reflective practices in architecture, art and digital media for communities and community-based organizations in Massachusetts and beyond. The studios link academic resources with community needs, and advocates for innovative design solutions in the contemporary built-environment. [Read more here]
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Professor Joseph Krupczynski and students from the Architecture + Design program at the University of Massachusetts Amherst developed community-driven design projects to demonstrate how innovative architecture that is responsive to the community can play a catalytic role in re-vitalizing a city.
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PDF  Architecture+Design 600, Joseph Krupczynski
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### Abstract
This faculty adviser in this role-play has a major conflict of interest, which puts the student in an awkward situation. If the conflict oversight committee hasn’t contacted the student already (an unfortunately common situation), they should have. In an ideal world, the student would have been contacted long before now, but there are many reasons why this might not happen. This role-play is designed to show how awkward situations can arise and how difficult they are to deal with.